
Report by Jerry Colman 

19 boats competed on a beautiful Sunday morning at Injebreck in the final weekend of the March                 

dinghy racing series sponsored by Bourne Plaice. There was a little more wind than many had                

expected with lightish breezes forecast, however a pleasant and unusually steady breeze of             

around 10 knots presented itself for the final edition of the March Series and the penultimate                

fixture at Injebreck this winter.  

18 of the 19 teams were single handers with Tim Cope with nephew Peter the only double hander                  

in the Laser 2000. The rest consisted of scutches (technical term indicating 3 or more) of Laser’s                 

Standard and Radial, RS Tera Pro and Sport, the Devoti D-Zero’s of Mike Pridham and Mike Swales,                 

Ffinlo Wright’s RS Aero 5, Keith Holden’s Finn, James Penn’s Feva, Delia Chamberlain’s Topper and               

last but most dangerous, Jim Whitelegg’s Gull (which won both races last week). Despite the               

variety of craft and not to mention the varying stages of age, sex and (resulting) decrepitude of the                  

sailors, the racing was both tight and very enjoyable. Always in the mix and eclipsing the fleet in                  

the final race were the youth squad Tera’s where Patrick Cope prevailed by seconds in his Tera Pro                  

to win and I’m sure it won’t be the last such triumph. I watched one of them roll tacking before                    

the start and they came out of the manoeuvre at about Mach 2! 

Injebreck is very scenic and on a day like Sunday it is easy to make that most Manx of navigational                    

errors, those arising normally through looking out of the side windows in your car. Sailing has                

some quite easy basic rules, port tack gives way to starboard and windward boats give way to                 

leeward. However if you don’t look where you’re going in a fleet of 19 closely matched boats                 

there will be some comings together.  You know who you are... 

With not quite enough wind to get the Laser planing, your correspondent’s steed settled a little                

deeper in the water than most and gently slipped a few boat lengths back although still close                 

enough to compete with others at the gentlemen’s end of the fleet. From this vantage position I                 

observed some pretty slick sailing further up the course with ‘Elvis’ Pressly often holding a few                

metres advantage over Jenni Kneale and Angus Jolly and with Keith Holden’s immaculate Finn              

always close to the front. Mike Pridham made the best of the day though with a 1, 3 scoreline but                    

Andrew Dean took the series from him after discards by a decisive 5 point margin. Donald Edwards                 

completed the podium with a close third overall. 

Next Sunday it’s a special race for which new rules will apply but these will not include any                  

changes to the rights of way set out in the Racing Rules or indeed the International Regulations for                  

Preventing Collisions at Sea (the Colregs). All the season’s prizes including the overall series winner               

will be presented back at the club in Ramsey afterwards. Please do come.  

The Manx Sailing & Cruising Club will be hosting the IOM Copiers Easter Regatta which will be held                  

in Ramsey Bay on April 2nd and said rules and regulations will still apply. We look forward to                  

welcoming a strong fleet for this often challenging first Regatta of the year on the sea. 

Thanks to Keith Poole and Neil Rawlinson for officiating and the safety boat crew, May Shiu Chan                 

and Peter Hoosen-Owen for their highly appreciated assistance. 

Results - Race 1 - 1st Mike Pridham (D-Zero), 2nd Simon Pressly (Laser), 3rd Keith Holden (Finn),                 

4th Angus Jolly (Laser), 5th Matthew Perry (RS Tera Pro), 6th Jenni Kneale (Laser Radial), 7th Ralph                 



Kee (Laser), 8th Patrick Cope (RS Tera Pro), 9th Donald Edwards (Laser), 10th Ffinlo Wright (RS                

Aero), 11th Jim Whitelegg (Gull), 12th Jerry Colman (Laser), 13th Mike Swales (D-Zero) 14th Chris               

Cope (Laser), 15th Tim & Peter Cope (Laser 2000), 16th James Penn (Feva), 17th Stephen Arnold                

(RS Tera Sport), 18th Ross Arnold (RS Tera Sport) 19th Delia Chamberlain (Topper) 

Race 2 - 1st P Cope, 2nd Kneale, 3rd Pridham, =4th Perry/Pressly, 6th Holden, 7th Edwards, 8th                 

Jolly, 9th Kee, 10th T & P Cope, 11th Wright, 12th Penn, 13th Colman, 14th C Cope, 15th                  

Whitelegg, 16th S Arnold, 17th R Arnold, 18th Swales 


